Exhibits

Here's a preview... of what you can expect in the Exhibit Hall inside the former Chinese Restaurant, one of the best attractions for AT products and resources you find at any conference. Pay a visit and find what you are looking for! Exhibits will be opened on Friday at 12:00 noon and closes at 4:30 pm and on Saturday from 7:00 am to 4:30 pm.

• ACE Hardware
• Ayuda Network, Incorporated
• Biophilia Rehabilitation Academy
• Carmen Baby News
• Children's Developmental Assistance Center
• CNMI Center for Independent Living
• CNMI Council on Developmental Disabilities
• CNMI Assistive Technology Project
• CNMI Government Health Insurance
• CR Newton
• Dollar Days Wholesale
• Enabling Technologies
• Fukuda Enterprises (dba) Da Parts Depot (Guam
• Healthcare Specialties
• Independent Living Aids
• JC Penney
• J & R
• Laureate Learning Center
• Marianas Health Services
• Marianas Visiting Nurses
• Maternal and Child Health (DPH)
• Maxiaids
• Mobility Specialists
• NICO
• NMPASI
• Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
• Pacific Sleep Center
• Pacific Development, Incorporated (PDI)
• Physical Therapy Department (DPH)
• Public School System/Early Childhood Program
• Public School System/Special Education Program
• Ross Hearings Aids (Guam)
• Safety First
• S&S Worldwide
• Toys R Us/Toy Guide Differently Abled Kids
• UCE/DDERS-NMC
• WRRC

This list will expand as the exhibits start to take shape!